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Thermal evolution of the Fe2+ –Fe3+ valence mixing in YBaFe2O5 is investigated using Mössbauer spectroscopy.
In this high-spin double-cell perovskite, the d6 and d5 Fe states diﬀer by the single minority-spin electron which
then controls all the spin- and charge-ordering transitions. Orbital occupancies can be extracted from the
spectra in terms of the dxz , d z2 and either d x 2 − y2 (Main Article) or dxy (Supplement) populations of this electron
upon conserving its angular momentum. At low temperatures, the minority-spin electrons ﬁll up the ordered dxz
orbitals of Fe2+ , in agreement with the considerable orthorhombic distortion of the structure. Heating through
the Verwey transition supplies 93% of the mixing entropy, at which point the predominantly mixing electron
occupies mainly the d x 2 − y2 / dxy orbitals weakly bonding the two Fe atoms that face each other across the bases of
their coordination pyramids. This might stabilize a weak coulombic checkerboard order suggested by
McQueeney et alii in Phys. Rev. B 87(2013)045127. When the remaining 7% of entropy is supplied at a
subsequent transition, the mixing electron couples the two Fe atoms predominantly via their d z2 orbitals. The
valence mixing concerns more than 95% of the Fe atoms present in the crystalline solid; the rest is semiquantitatively interpreted as domain walls and antiphase boundaries formed upon cooling through the Néel and
Verwey-transition temperatures, respectively.

1. Introduction
Phase transitions from charge-ordered to valence-mixed states are
behind electronic properties such as the colossal magnetoresistance in
manganites [1,2] or spin-polarized conduction in magnetite [3–5]. The
crystal structure of the charge-ordered magnetite at low temperatures
has only recently been solved [6,7], and its complexity extends to the
Verwey transition at 120 K [8–10] between the two magnetite forms.
YBaFe2O5 is a structurally simple model of such Fe2+–Fe3+ mixing.
Its valence-mixed phase crystallizes as a double-cell perovskite of
Pmmm symmetry, with Y and Ba atoms ordered into layers [11,12].
The Y layer, free of oxygen atoms, leaves the two Fe2.5+ in squarepyramidal coordinations facing each other as a mirror image. These
two high-spin iron atoms couple ferromagnetically (FM) in an overall
antiferromagnetic (AFM) order of spins along a slightly contracted b
(as opposed to a) of the perovskite cell [11,13]. In the charge-ordered
YBaFe2O5, also these two Fe atoms couple AFM in a magnetic structure
of the Wollan–Koehler [14] G-type. The orthorhombic distortion is
increased profoundly by ordering the doubly occupied orbitals dxz in
the inﬁnite –Fe2+–O –Fe2+ – chains along b of the Pmma structure
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formed upon further doubling the unit cell [11]. Powder-diﬀraction
methods “see” that the two phases coexist as they convert to each other,
and this deﬁnes their Verwey-type phase transition as discontinuous.
The dxz orbital ordering was conﬁrmed also by calculations;
extended Hückel method was used in Ref. [11] and DFT with the
CGA+U approach in Ref. [15]. The latter was applied [16] also for the
trickier valence-mixed phase, localizing the valence-mixing electron at
the d z2 orbitals of the two Fe atoms, besides a minor d x 2 − y2 occupancy.
According to Boltzmann's formula and Stirling approximation, the
1 1
1 1
mixing entropy of two valences is −2R( 2 ln 2 + 2 ln 2 ) = 2R ln2 per
YBaFe2O5. Diﬀerential scanning calorimetry (DSC) detects about 3/4
of it and reveals that it is acquired in two steps [11,17]. Almost all
mixing entropy is supplied at the ﬁrst step; seen by powder diﬀraction
as a loss of the Fe2+ –Fe3+ order [11] at the transition temperature
denoted TV . The entropy of the second step, at Tp , is much smaller and
no discontinuous structural change is detected by powder diﬀraction;
only a smooth decrease of the tiny orthorhombic distortion that
vanishes at the Néel temperature TN [13,18].
Mössbauer spectroscopy registers a change at all three transitions
[19]. When the hyperﬁne parameters are stripped oﬀ their intrinsic
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Transition hysteresis was evaluated by extrapolation to zero scan
rate from consecutive cyclic scans between 260 and 360 K at 40, 20,
10 K/min.
Mössbauer spectra and their analysis. Mössbauer spectra were
collected on YBaFe 2O5.017 quenched from 1000 °C, on YBaFe 2O5.012
annealed and quenched, and on YBaFe 2O5.015 annealed and slowly
cooled. The absorbers were made as described previously [21] and
measured in transmission geometry with a Cyclotron Co. 57Co:Rh
source at ﬁxed temperatures between 11.5 and 450 K and Doppler
velocities decreasing from 10.9 mm/s to 2.7 mm/s following the
decreasing hyperﬁne ﬁelds. An Oxford CF506 continuous-ﬂow cryostat
was used with liquid helium or nitrogen up to 330 K, for higher
temperatures a dedicated resistive heater was used operating with
nitrogen as a protective atmosphere. Spectral splitting due to AFM
below TN was ﬁtted with the full Hamiltonian of combined electric and
magnetic interactions as described previously [19].
The ﬁt parameters were the component intensity I, linewidth Γ
constrained equal for all components, internal ﬁeld B of a Gaussian
distribution with a width ΔB (constrained equal for all magnetic
sextets), quadrupole-coupling constant eQVzz, asymmetry parameter
η ﬁxed to zero for all components except the charge-ordered ones (vide
infra), center shift δ, and the angle β between B and eQVzz set to either
0 or 90° due to ambiguity between the angle turning by 90° and sign
inversion of Vzz.
Speciﬁc constraints adopted in the dedicated ﬁt program: Equal
intensities for the intermediately ordered pair close to and above Tp ,
equal intensities for the (nearly) valence-mixed pair of equal separation
from Fe2.5+ , and statistical distribution of Fe valences in each branch of
the three mixed-valence pairs (Poisson for charge ordered, Gaussian
for intermediate and valence mixed).

temperature dependence, Fe d-orbital occupancies can be extracted
[20], and a picture emerges of three pairs of mixed-valence iron: charge
ordered, intermediate (partially separated) and (nearly) valence mixed,
each subsequent pair prevailing at the respective temperature TV and Tp
[21].
Of all its rare-earth variants, YBaFe2O5 has the highest TV , transition entropy [17] and valence separation in the charge-ordered state
[11]. In this study, the lower oxygen-nonstoichiometry limit of
YBaFe 2O5+ w is established at various equilibrium conditions, and three
such samples of diﬀerent thermal history are investigated by
Mössbauer spectroscopy. The iron-site fraction of the Fe2+ minorityspin electron is used to express the transition order parameter in a
dedicated program to ﬁt the spectra upon conserving that electron's
angular momentum. The obtained Mössbauer parameters are corrected
for their intrinsic temperature dependence to reveal changes purely
due to the thermally induced valence mixing. Occupancies of d orbitals
at the two Fe atoms, free of conﬂicts such as negative values, are
obtained between 10 and 415 K, across the two valence-mixing
transitions, with a straightforward extrapolation above TN of the spinordering transition. A Mössbauer component previously identiﬁed as
paramagnetic is assigned to domain walls formed below TN and antiphase boundaries below TV .
2. Materials and methods
Synthesis. The master sample was synthesized from a liquid-mixed
citrate precursor [11], calcined and sintered in two batches in ﬂowing
gas atmosphere of controlled [22] partial pressure of oxygen at
conditions listed in Table 1. The pellets of ∼20% porosity were used
for quenching [11,22] from high-temperature equilibrium at 1000 °C
in ﬂowing atmospheres of O2 partial pressures set in the interval
−15.66 < log(pO /bar) < −14.10 to obtain YBaFe 2O5+ w of low nonstoi2
chiometry w or a product reduced to metallic Fe. Since YBaFe 2O5+ w is
in equilibrium with metallic Fe, the minimum-nonstoichiometry
samples were also obtained by annealing with an excess of iron foil
(99.5%, Goodfellow, 25 µm) in sealed evacuated silica ampoules at
450 °C. After three months, one of two parallels was quenched in water,
the other cooled down at 0.1 °C/min for better equilibration upon the
spin- and charge ordering transitions.
Characterization. Oxygen content was determined by cerimetric
titration of Fe2+ after digestion in 6 M HCl in sealed glass ampoules as
described in Ref. [12]. Powder X-ray diﬀraction patterns were collected
with CuKα1 radiation in a G670 Huber transmission diﬀractometer up
to 100° 2θ and evaluated by Rietveld reﬁnements in the GSAS software
suite [23].
DSC. Samples of 90 mg sealed in aluminum pans were scanned in
a Perkin–Elmer Pyris 1 calorimeter. Phase-transition thermodynamics was evaluated from scans at 20 K/min between 120 and
350 K calibrated with n-dodecane, 3-nitrotoluene, 4-nitrotoluene
and a Perkin–Elmer standard indium as detailed in Ref. [17].

3. Calculation and theory
Corrections on intrinsic temperature dependences. The ﬁtted
Mössbauer parameters with non-negligible intrinsic temperature dependence, namely center shifts δ and internal ﬁelds B , were corrected
so that they reveal changes purely due to the thermally induced valence
mixing. The δ values decrease with increasing temperature due to a
second order Doppler shift caused by thermal vibrations, and this eﬀect
is corrected for as described in Ref. [21]. This yields the isomer shift δ0
and the Debye temperature Θ D as parameters speciﬁc for Fe2+, Fe3+ and
Fe2.5+ (Fig. 1). The internal ﬁeld B changes due to the thermal decay of
the ordered magnetic moment from B0 at 0 K to zero at TN . This was
modeled as described previously [21] by a mean-ﬁeld Brillouinfunction approximation of B(T) ﬁtted to experimental data along
temperature ranges of constant valence, i.e., for the purely charge-
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Table 1
Calcination and sintering conditions of YBaFe2O5.
t (°C)

Calcination
batch 1
Calcination
batch 2
Sintering
batch 1
Sintering
batch 2

Ar/H2

log(pO /bar)
2

*

τ (h)

Color of powder,
composition by Rietveld
refinement

860

9.43

−18.27

30

black, YBaFe 2O5+ w

860

53(2)

−16.84(4)

30

1020

17.9(3)

−17.75(1)

22

red, YBa2Fe3O8 + YFeO3
(=2YBaFe2O5)
black, YBaFe 2O5+w

1020

18.8(5)

−17.71(2)

23

black, YBaFe 2O5+ w

*
Standard deviations
log(pH O /bar) = −1.69 .

over

the

heating

period

are

in

brackets.

0.6

ΘD = 289(21) K
0 = 0.9753(30) mm/s
ΘD = 684(9) K
0 = 0.71218 mm/s

0.4

0.2

ΘD = 532(13) K
0 = 0.4491(24) mm/s
0
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(K)
Fig. 1. Least-squares ﬁt of the center shifts δ yielding the isomer shift δ0 and the Debye
temperature Θ D for Fe2+ (▿ ), Fe3+ (▵ ), and Fe2.5+ (◯).
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Internal field B (T)

50

Table 2
Contributions to EFG and dipolar field Bdip at the Mössbauer nucleus of the generic
RBaFe2O5 [19,21] (R=rare earth) from iron d orbitals and oxygen ligands.

TN = 492(4) K
J = 1.44(10)

40

0

B = 51.93(5) T

30

TN = 434(3) K
J = 0.0000154(1)
0

TN = 526(26) K
J = 0(2)

20

B = 33.6(5) T

dxz

d yz

d x 2 − y2

d z2

Fe2+
ligand

Fe3+
ligand

Fe2.5+
ligand

−17

34

−17

−17

17

–

–

–

eQVxx (mm/s)
eQVyy (mm/s)

−2.4
−2.4

−2.4
4.8

4.8
−2.4

−2.4
−2.4

2.4
2.4

−0.15
−0.87

−0.36
−0.38

−0.49
−0.51

eQVzz (mm/s)

4.8

−2.4

−2.4

4.8

−4.8

1.02

0.74

1.00

0

B = 7.67(7) T

10

any dipolar ﬁeld), and BL is the orbital ﬁeld. The dominant BFC is
summed with negative sign to emphasize that Fermi-contact interaction inverts the direction of the ﬁeld when observed by the nucleus. The
dipolar ﬁelds for the individual d orbitals occupied by a sole electron of
spin along b (direction as in Ref. [11]) are listed in Table 2.
A comparison of the ﬁelds in Table 2 shows that dxy and d x 2 − y2 give
identical contributions to Bdip and EFG, and, on this basis alone, these
two orbitals cannot be discerned. Similarly, d yz and dxz together have
the same eﬀect as d z2 alone. Accordingly, only three orbitals, dxz / d x 2 − y2 ,
d z2 and dxz / d yz , represent the linearly independent set to model
hyperﬁne parameters. We have chosen d x 2 − y2 , d z2 and dxz identiﬁed in
the DFT study of YBaFe2O5 [16] as having highest occupancies of the
minority-spin electron. The results for the alternative set where dxy
replaces d x 2 − y2 are presented in the Supporting Material.
Minority-spin occupancies and reﬁning B and Vzz . Each iron state
manifested as a Mössbauer component in the spectrum has its
characteristic minority-spin electron populations n x 2 − y2 , n z2 and nxz in
the respective d orbitals. In the valence-mixed state, also n yz had to be
used to prevent negative populations (Section 4.6.1). With Table 2,
Eqs. (3) were set up to link the observed EFG and the internal ﬁeld to
the orbital occupancies:

0
0

200

400

T (K)
Fig. 2. Least-squares ﬁt that yields parameters B0 , J (total angular momentum quantum
number) and TN for correction of the internal ﬁeld on thermal decay of ordered magnetic
moments (divalent iron component ▾ , trivalent ▴ , and averaged valence-mixed component •).

ordered and valence-mixed phases. The ﬁt in Fig. 2 yielded parameters
from which B 0 was calculated in proportion of either +2 or +3 and +2.5
valences that constitute the component's total valence determined as
described in the following paragraph.
Conversion of isomer shift to iron valence. The iron valence of a
Mössbauer component at a given temperature point was evaluated by
linear interpolation of that point's δ0 between the standard values
shown in Fig. 1. However, the process to calculate δ0 is based on the
value of the valence. The valence and δ0 are thus not independent of
each other and had to be iterated. The valences of each chargeseparated pair were then centered around 2.5.
Temperature dependences purely due to valence mixing. The above
derived evolutions are purely empirical and were ﬁtted with functions
obtained from a sigmoid, h(T ) = h 0 + d /(1 + exp[(Thalf − T )/r ]), by inversion, reversion, shifting or putting on a slope.
Calculations of quadrupole coupling constants. The quadrupole
coupling constant eQVzz consists of the nuclear quadrupole moment eQ
for the excited 57Fe Mössbauer nucleus and the main component Vzz of
the electric-ﬁeld gradient (EFG) acting on the nucleus. The EFG is the
gradient of the electric ﬁeld ∇∇V expressed as a tensor quantity
consisting of three non-zero terms

∂ 2V
∂x 2

≡ Vxx ,

∂ 2V
∂y 2

≡ Vyy and

∂ 2V
∂z 2

n x 2 − y2 + n z2 + nxz = p
−17n x 2 − y2 + 17n z2 + 34nxz − BFC

≡ Vzz ,

Vxx − Vyy
Vzz

(1)

There are two major contributors to the EFG: The oxygen anions
surrounding the Fe atom (ligand contribution, Vzzligand ) and the ordered d
orbitals of Fe2+ (orbital-ordering contribution, VzzOO ), both approximated as point charges. The calculation details have been described
previously [19,20]. Atomic coordinates from Ref. [11] were used to
estimate Vzzligand for the charge-ordered Fe2+ and Fe3+ as well as for
valence-mixed Fe2.5+ . The EFG constants are listed in Table 2.
Calculations of the internal ﬁeld. The measured internal magnetic
ﬁeld B of an iron component in YBaFe2O5 is a sum of three collinear
vectors, the lengths of which add as:

−B = − BFC + Bdip + BL ,

(3a)
5−p
5

+ pBL = − B 0

(3b)

ligand
−2.4n x 2 − y2 + 2.4n z2 − 2.4nxz + eQVxx
= eQVxx

(3c)

ligand
−2.4n x 2 − y2 + 2.4n z2 + 4.8nxz + eQVyy
= eQVyy

(3d)

4.8n x 2 − y2 − 4.8n z2 − 2.4nxz + eQVzzligand = eQVzz

(3e)

where 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 is the total minority-spin electron population determined from the iron valence of the Mössbauer component. The values
Vxx and Vyy were determined from the measured Vzz and η by combining
∇2 V = 0 with Eq. (1). The orbital ﬁeld BL is a value corresponding to the
angular momentum this component can carry per unit of minority-spin
electron. The Fermi-contact ﬁeld BFC is a spin-only value for S = 5/2
5−p
and the factor 5 converts it into the Fermi-contact ﬁeld for the actual
p of the Mössbauer component. B 0 is the component's temperaturecorrected hyperﬁne ﬁeld. The sign convention is the same as in Eq. (2).
Eqs. (3) form a redundant set. Only the two ﬁrst equalities are
needed together with one of the three latter for the EFG, depending on
the identiﬁcation of the main (largest) EFG component Vzz: Its angle β
to B is set tentatively to 0 or 90°, and the third equation is chosen so
that, within error margins, the obtained n x 2 − y2 , n z2 and nxz populations
are not negative and yield |Vxx|, |Vyy| ≤ |Vzz|, avoiding thus “population
violations” and “EFG violations”, resp. When β = 0 , the second and
fourth equality of the set of Eqs. (3) become linearly dependent, and
either the third or ﬁfth equality must be used. The right-hand side
values Vxx or Vyy then need to be calculated from Vzz and η with the same
consistency check as above.
As veriﬁed previously on a generalized d-wavefunction model [20],
BL is introduced as a free parameter expressing the angular momentum
along the spin direction due to the minority-spin electron occupancy in
dxz, d x 2 − y2 , and d z2 ≡ −(d x 2 − z2 + d y2 − z2 )/ 3 , implying them as degener-

with axes chosen to achieve Vzz ≥ Vyy ≥ Vxx . As these three partial
derivatives are not independent due to ∇2 V = 0 (Laplace's equation), Vzz
and η are chosen as the minimum set of parameters characterizing the
EFG:

η=

dxy

Bdip (T)

(2)

where BFC is the Fermi-contact ﬁeld proportional to the spin of the iron
atom, Bdip is the dipolar ﬁeld of the minority-spin electron of the Fe2+
parentage (the underlying high-spin d5 conﬁguration does not produce
121
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ate. Occupancies of d x 2 − y2 and d z2 combine into d x 2 − z2 , with which dxz of
the same symmetry yields an angular momentum along y. This is
expressed with the minority-spin electron populations η as a complex
linear combination nxz dxz ± i( n x 2 − y2 d x 2 − y2 − n z2 d z2 ). The population n yz does not contribute since the symmetry-related partner, dxy , is
not occupied by the minority-spin electron; d x 2 − y2 is, according to Ref.
[16]. The orbital ﬁeld along y due to the minority-spin electron fraction
p at the Fe atom is then p|BL | = 2BL0( n x 2 − y2nxz + 3n z2nxz ), where the
BL0 parameter to be determined relates orbital ﬁeld to angular
momentum. The results for the alternative set of orbitals in which dxy
replaces d x 2 − y2 are in the Supporting Material.
Upon sharing a portion of the Fe minority-spin electron between
the more divalent parent component and its more trivalent counterpart, angular momentum must be conserved. The total angular
momentum Lytot of that electron is therefore controlled by the smaller
of the two local angular momenta pLytot. The BL of the minority-spin
electron is then:

|BL | =

2BL0 ⎡
⎢ n 2 2 n(xz )c +
pc ⎣ (x − y )c

⎤
3n(z2)cn(xz )c ⎥ ,
⎦

a/2

4.0

Unit-cell parameters (Å)

Ba

c

w

w

a

b

3.8
c/2

(6)

where n(x 2 − y2)c , n(z2)c , n(xz )c , and pc concern the “controlling” Mössbauer
component whereas n and p in the set of Eqs. (3) refer to the
component for which the set is actually being expressed.

0.015

0.020

0.025

w
Fig. 4. The unit cell and its room-temperature parameters for YBaFe 2O5+ w quenched
from equilibrium with atmospheres of controlled pO

4. Results

2

at 1000 °C. The coordination

polyhedron of oxygens around divalent iron is in green, trivalent in red.

Endothermic heat flow (W/g)

4.1. Stoichiometry optimization
Since quenching from 1000 °C at log(pO /bar) = −15.56 yields
2
product containing metallic iron, Fig. 3 suggests w = 0.015 for the
lower nonstoichiometry limit in YBaFe 2O5+ w . Equilibrium with iron foil
at 450 °C yields YBaFe 2O5.012 when quenched and YBaFe 2O5.015 when
slowly cooled. The Pmma unit-cell parameters at 295 °C of the latter
two samples are a = 8.0150(1), b = 3.8541(0), c = 7.5530(1) Å and
a = 8.0152(1), b = 3.8543(0), c = 7.5533(1) Å, respectively; the values
for quenched samples are in Fig. 4.
4.2. DSC across the valence-mixing transitions
The strong endothermic event in Fig. 5 at TV is the discontinuous
Verwey transition of volume change and phase coexistence [11,17]. The
weaker second transition tops at Tp . The transition parameters are in
Table 3. The total transition entropies for the two samples annealed
with iron foil are ΔS = 8.6 for the slowly cooled sample and

V

0.4
0.3
0.2
0

0.1

200

400 600
Time (s)
p

0.0
260

280

300

320

340

(K)
Fig. 5. DSC endothermic eﬀects upon heating YBaFe 2O5.012 at 20 K/min, with background subtraction illustrated in the inset.
Table 3
Thermodynamics of the two valence-mixing transitions upon heating YBaFe 2O5.012 at
zero rate.

0.025

Parameter for transition

Main

Second

Total

Tc (K) peak top

311
8.40

334
0.6

9.0

ΔS (Jmol−1K−1)

0.020

1000 °C
9.0 Jmol−1K−1 for the quenched one. This is within the scatter
8.9 ± 0.4 for 10 measurements of 4 samples of lowest nonstoichiometry
quenched from 1000 °C. The main transition has hysteresis of about
4 K (Fig. 6) while Tp shows no hysteresis.

0.015
-15.0

-14.0

log(

O /bar)

4.3. Mössbauer spectra across all transitions

2

Fig. 3. Oxygen nonstoichiometry w of YBaFe 2O5+ w quenched from equilibrium with

Spectra typical of the charge-ordered, intermediate and valencemixed AFM iron states below TN in YBaFe 2O5.012 (quenched from
450 °C) are in Fig. 7. The spectrum recorded above TN is in Fig. 8

atmospheres of controlled pO at 1000 °C. Quenching from log(pO /bar) = −15.56 and
2

2

−15.66 yielded partially and fully decomposed perovskite, resp., upon appearance of
metallic Fe.
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Transmission (%)
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(K)
Fig. 6. Sequential DSC scans of YBaFe 2O5.012 upon cooling and heating rate of 40, 20
and 10 K/min for hysteresis evaluation (linear extrapolation leads to zero-rate temperatures listed in the middle).

and has a single peak of valence-mixed iron (a very narrow paramagnetic doublet) and a weak paramagnetic doublet of Fe3+. The latter
is due to the non-zero limit in YBaFe 2O5+ w nonstoichiometry w, which
introduces a small excess of trivalent iron, possibly enhanced by
oxidation.
While only the long-range charge order of YBaFe 2O5 is seen by
diﬀraction methods [11], Mössbauer spectra have the complementary
local resolution. Just as diﬀraction sees two phases in equilibrium in
the middle of the main Verwey transition, Mössbauer spectra show the
charge-ordered and intermediate component pairs coexisting. Since the
transition at Tp is invisible to diﬀraction, only Mössbauer spectra reveal
a similar coexistence of intermediate and valence-mixed Fe pairs. Fig. 9
shows the content of these three Fe pairs across the two transitions.
The ﬁnal valence mixing appears in small extent right above TV , when
the intermediate components are approaching their maximum intensity, and shoots up when they disappear precipitously at Tp . The ranges
where the two component pairs coexist are practically not aﬀected by
the thermal history of the sample, and neither is TV (Fig. 10). An
overview of the thermally induced merging of the two iron valences is
shown in Fig. 11, derived from temperature-corrected Mössbauer
center shifts as described in Section 3.

99

98

97

T = 325 K

100
99
98
97
96
95
94

T = 78 K
-8

-4

0

4

8

Velocity (mm/s)
Fig. 7.

4.4. Mössbauer components

57

Fe Mössbauer spectra of quenched YBaFe 2O5.012 as valence mixed (345 K),

partially valence mixed (325 K) and charge ordered (78 K). The main di- and trivalent
components are drawn in green and red, the respective intermediate components in cyan
and magenta, the valence-mixed components in blue (and shifted in the middle spectrum
for clarity). Two components argued to be due to domain walls (DW) are drawn in brown
(the trivalent counterpart) and black (the divalent counterpart). (For interpretation of the
references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

4.4.1. Charge-ordered pair
Charge-ordered Fe2+ has an internal ﬁeld ∼7.5 T (Fig. 12), typical
also for other rare-earth variants of YBaFe2O5 [13,24–26], where the
large dipolar ﬁeld of the minority-spin electron in dxz nearly cancels the
Fermi-contact ﬁeld. This same electron makes the EFG large (Fig. 13),
despite a small negative contribution from oxygen ligands (Table 2, row
for eQVyy ), and both η and eQVzz can be ﬁtted simultaneously.

is rather small and perpendicular to the ﬁeld: When η is ﬁxed to zero,
eQVzz is smaller than the ligand eQVzz = 0.74 mm/s expected from
Table 2. We decided to reﬁne η and eQVzz simultaneously in the ﬁt,
yielding somewhat scattered values for both, but of the correct order
(Fig. 13). The Fe3+ intensity represents ∼52% of the component pair.
This is not due to the oxygen excess w (such an octahedrally-

Charge-ordered Fe3+ of centrosymmetric d 5 conﬁguration has an
internal ﬁeld equal to the Fermi-contact ﬁeld and a quadrupolecoupling constant deﬁned by the ligand contribution. Extrapolation
of the internal ﬁeld to 0 K yields BFC = 51.93 T (Fig. 2) used directly
when solving Eqs. (3). Compared to internal ﬁeld, the quadrupolecoupling constant has only a minor eﬀect on the spectrum ﬁt since Vzz
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Fig. 11. Temperature evolution of iron valences in charge-ordered (green and red),
intermediate (cyan and magenta) and valence-mixed (blue) YBaFe2O5. The detail in the
inset identiﬁes thermal history: quenched from 1000 °C (×YBaFe 2O5.017 ), annealed at

Fig. 8. Mössbauer spectrum of paramagnetic YBaFe 2O5.017 at 448 K with valence-mixed

450 °C and quenched (□YBaFe 2O5.012 ), annealed at 450 °C and slowly cooled

component (blue unresolved doublet) and trivalent Fe (red doublet). (For interpretation
of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

(◯YBaFe 2O5.015 ). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 9. Evolution across the two transitions of the total Mössbauer intensities for the
charge-ordered pair (red), intermediate pair (magenta) and valence-mixed pair (blue) in
YBaFe2O5 annealed at 450 °C and quenched (□YBaFe 2O5.012 ) or slowly cooled

Fig. 12. Temperature evolution of B0 that reﬂects the pure eﬀect of valence mixing in
YBaFe2O5. The inset identiﬁes thermal history: quenched (×YBaFe 2O5.017 ), annealed and

quenched (□YBaFe 2O5.012 ), annealed and slowly cooled (◯YBaFe 2O5.015).

(◯YBaFe 2O5.015). Lines are drawn as guide for eye. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
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in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 10. Conversion of the charge-ordered component of the Mössbauer spectrum for
the three YBaFe2O5 samples of diﬀerent thermal history. The same TV sequence was
observed by DSC measurements: 310.5, 311.0 and 311.2 K.
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Relative absorption area

coordinated component would have a somewhat larger internal ﬁeld)
but due to high Debye temperature ΘD = 532 K for Fe3+ of short bonds,
versus 289 K for the larger Fe2+ (Fig. 1). The probability of Mössbauer
absorption is given by the fraction f of recoilless absorption of
Mössbauer γ -ray quanta, which in turn depends on Θ D . The lowtemperature limit of the f factor is given by [27],

(7)
57

where E R = 1.95 meV is the recoil energy of a free Fe atom and kB is
the Boltzmann constant. Assuming that the diﬀerence in the intensity
of the Mössbauer components at 77 K is only due to the recoil-free
fraction f , 52.5% of Fe3+ (47.5% of Fe2+ ) is predicted; in accord with
what is seen.
The dedicated ﬁt of the spectrum had to deal with asymmetric line
broadening close to TV when the divalent component broadens more
than the trivalent one. The broadening was parametrized with one
single halfwidth ΔpP of a narrow one-sided Poisson distribution from
the 2+ and 3+ limits towards the average Fe valence. As the
temperature approaches TV , a tiny minority-spin electron fraction
appears at Fe3+ , in a ﬁrst approximation distributed equally over the
t2g orbitals, with equal ΔpP . Such a partial electron transfer aﬀects the
hyperﬁne parameters asymmetrically: in Fe3+ the Fermi-contact ﬁeld
BFC changes, in Fe2+ both BFC and Bdip do. In Fe3+ the quadrupole
coupling constant is unaﬀected, in Fe2+ the orbital contribution to eQVzz
changes (cf. Eqs. (3)). The Fe3+ and Fe2+ sextets then approach each
other by a small isomer-shift change Δδ (mm/s) that can be obtained
by linear interpolation of the actual halfwidth ΔpP on the isomer-shift
scale that represents 1 valence unit, 0.5262 = 0.9753 − 0.4491, when
extrapolated to 0 K in Fig. 1:

Δδ = ±0.5262ΔpP

1.2
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quenched from1000 °C

0.9

100
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Fig. 14. Absorption area relative to the 300 K value of Mössbauer spectra for
YBaFe 2O5.015(3) of diﬀerent thermal history. Least-squares ﬁt as a guide for eye
emphasizes an absorption peak at TV where the temperature dependences change slope.
The peak can be traced in all measurements shown, even if the three data sets overlap
poorly.

two valence-mixed components become almost equal at Tp and
gradually merge towards TN , in the vicinity of which the ﬁt is no longer
precise (Fig. 12). When averaged, their temperature evolution yields
TN = 433(1) K via least-squares ﬁt with Brillouin function (Fig 2), in
agreement with 432 K for HoBaFe2O5 obtained from the decay of the
ordered moment seen by neutron powder diﬀraction [18]. An analogous ﬁt of the center shifts yields a Debye temperature of 629 K
(Fig. 1), larger than Θ D for the charge-ordered components due to
volume contraction observed by X-ray diﬀraction [11] at TV and
manifested also in a Mössbauer-absorption change shown in Fig. 14.
In general, quadrupole coupling constants are close to zero, and isomer
shifts remain very close to the arithmetic average of the charge-ordered
pair.
The two valence-mixed components in the spectrum were ﬁtted in
two steps with their intensities constrained equal. In the ﬁrst step, each
of the two components had its own independent internal ﬁeld, center
shift and quadrupole-coupling constant; yielding its populations n x 2 − y2 ,
n z2 , nxz and n yz that sum up to the p of the component. In the second
step, the two populations for each orbital were averaged, and the two
sets of hyperﬁne parameters to actually ﬁt the spectrum were calculated from two populations generated around the average as a
symmetrical split. The width of the split, used as a ﬁt variable, is equal
to the order parameter |2(p − 0.5)|. Gaussian halfwidths for the
minority-spin electron content distribution ΔpG were used to ﬁt the
observed asymmetric broadening.
Using one single set of hyperﬁne and valence parameters for both
valence-mixed components ascertained that changes in their hyperﬁne
parameters could only evolve in a correlated manner in the second ﬁt.
This was needed when the valence-mixed intensities were low below Tp
and also when the overlap of the two components increased upon
increasing temperature. The Gaussian broadening ΔpG was high around
Tp where the intermediate and valence-mixed components’ intensities
change rapidly and unevenly across the sample in the narrow temperature interval, and it increased again as TN was approached and
AFM interactions were vanishing upon broadening and disappearance
of the spectral sextet.

(8)

4.4.2. Intermediate pair
At TV , the emerging intermediate component of divalent parentage
has internal ﬁeld of 24 T and negative eQVzz along the a axis [21]. Its
trivalent companion has an internal ﬁeld of 44 T and a positive eQVzz
(along c, like for NdBaFe2O5 [20] and GdBaFe2O5 [21]) due to ligands,
with a minor contribution from d z2 and d x 2 − y2 , both having Vzz along c .
The spectrum ﬁt was done in two steps. In the ﬁrst step, broadening
beyond the natural linewidth was modeled by ΔB to yield hyperﬁne
parameters from which the populations n x 2 − y2 , n z2 and nxz at each iron
component were evaluated. In the second step, Gaussian distribution of
their sum p was used instead of the ΔB (the valences inside the +2 to
+3 interval imply Gaussian rather than Poisson-like broadening). The
obtained distribution peak was then scaled by the fractional populations n x 2 − y2 , n z2 and nxz to obtain the orbital Gaussian populations that
generate via Eqs. (3) the distributions of the hyperﬁne parameters to ﬁt
the spectrum. The isomer-shift values were calculated with Eq. (8)
using ΔpG instead of ΔpP . Furthermore, the intensities of the intermediate pair were constrained equal in the vicinity of Tp where these
two components disappear precipitously.
In general, the parameters ΔpG , Γ and ΔB tend to correlate, and the
ﬁt relies on subtle diﬀerences: The linewidth Γ refers to all components
by adjusting the width of all resonance lines identically. The internalﬁeld distribution ΔB causes deviation from the typical 3 : 2 : 1 : 1 : 2 : 3
powder sample [27] peak-height ratio in the sextet because it broadens
more the outer than the inner lines while maintaining the peak-area
ratio 3 : 2 : 1 : 1 : 2 : 3. The valence distribution halfwidth ΔpG not only
broadens the lines, but makes the sextet asymmetric by linking the
internal ﬁeld, quadrupole coupling and isomer shift together via the
electron distribution it implies.

4.5. Planar defects
All Mössbauer spectra of YBaFe2O5 below TN have a small practically paramagnetic component of isomer shift ∼0.1 mm/s close to
trivalent Fe, showing increased intensity above TV . The origin of this
component has not yet been clariﬁed. It is not seen by X-ray diﬀraction

4.4.3. Valence-mixed pair
While initially separated by ∼6 T above TV , the internal ﬁelds of the
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as an impurity phase. Neither is it surface related, as the conversionelectron Mössbauer spectra probing the surface layer into a depth of
about 100 nm of the powder sample do not show increased amounts of
this component [present authors, unpublished]. After all AFM components have been carefully modeled by the mixed-valence ﬁt (vide
supra), adding also a divalent paramagnetic companion of equal
concentration improves the ﬁt, with its isomer shifts reﬁning to 0.6–
1.0 mm/s. The isomer shifts of the two paramagnetic components then
follow better the expected thermal Debye behavior; eliminating erratic
variations for just one component.
The two symmetry-changing transitions at TN and TV are likely to
generate extended defects: domain walls upon spin ordering at TN and
antiphase boundaries upon charge ordering at TV . Cooling through TN
makes numerous seed points to expand their AFM patterns to
eventually form domain walls where wrong moments meet and then
rotate to relieve the frustration. That yields local magnetic ﬁelds much
smaller than in the bulk [28]. Cooling through TV is bound to generate
antiphase-boundary defects of Fe ions of the same charge, which would
clamp to the already present domain walls.
In the valence-mixed state below TN , the wrong moments to meet at
the ab-plane domain wall are antiparallel, because the Fe–Fe coupling
across the Y layer is FM. Upon cooling through TV , these ab-plane
domain walls disappear as all FM couplings become AFM [13]. As their
Fe atoms are ready to join the charge order, the total concentration of
the planar-defect components decreases to about 2/3 below TV .
Unexpectedly, the concentrations of the planar-defect components
do not change much with the tested variations of the sample thermal
history. In fact, the slowly cooled YBaFe2O5 has a little more of them.
This might be due to more seeds being available upon slow cooling of
the polycrystalline sample.

n(xz )c = 1/2 . Given the gyromagnetic ratio 2 of an electron's magnetic
dipole moment to its angular momentum, the BL maximum of 20 T is
assuringly close to one half of the spin dipolar ﬁeld for a single dxz
electron in Table 2. In order to make the iteration stable, the BL update
after each step was done by mixing only a fraction of the new value with
the old one and by repeating the iteration until no changes were
detected in the populations and BL , provided all populations obtained
were positive. As already mentioned, for the valence-mixed components, the population n yz had to be added as a fourth variable. This is
described in more detail in the following, together with the procedure
we adopted to establish the EFG direction when Vzz was small.
4.6.1. Implications for EFG above Tp
The quadrupole-coupling constants above Tp are close to zero. This
means that all components of the EFG should be close to zero because
|Vzz| is per deﬁnition the largest of them. Analyzing the Mössbauer
spectra upon assumption of β = 90° suggests that Vzz is either along the
a or c axis. Attempts to ﬁt the spectra with β = 0° yielded even smaller
quadrupole-coupling constants, along with a sign inversion. This
situation could not be reproduced in the population analyses and was
abandoned. Positive populations could be obtained for both orientations allowed by β = 90°, but with EFG violations (|Vzz| not being the
largest along a temperature interval). The violations were dealt with by
allowing the valence-mixed component to populate also the d yz orbital
of energy almost as low as dxz above TV due to the fading orthorhombic
distortion. Whereas for Vzz along a this did not help, setting Vzz along c
almost completely removed the EFG violations and made |Vzz| largest.
Since the introduction of n yz makes the set of Eqs. (3) linearly
dependent, we applied the conditions that 0 < n yz ≤ nxz due to orbital
energy and that Vxx = Vyy = 0 since Vzz = 0 . Empirical ﬁt yielded
n yz ≈ 0.87nxz that gives non-violating EFG for valence-mixed components at all temperatures.
Above TN = 433 K , the equality for the internal ﬁeld disappears from
the set of Eqs. (3). Considering the smooth evolution above Tp towards
the small positive eQVzz of the valence-mixed phase, the orbital
populations can be extrapolated into the paramagnetic phase at TN .
However, the actual mathematical solution is no longer unique there,
as several combinations of the four populations together with the
ligand EFG can produce the same experimental eQVzz .

4.6. Solving the set of Eqs. (3) into occupancies
The set of Eqs. (3) was solved for each point of the temperatureevolution curves of iron valences in Fig. 11, of B 0 in Fig 12, and of Vzz in
Fig. 13, which at most temperatures kept Eqs. (3a)–(3e) linearly
independent. When possible, we tried to avoid η as a parameter
because it depends on the diﬀerence of Vxx and Vyy (Eq. (1)), hence
any error in point-charge estimates used in our EFG model ampliﬁes
the errors of η entered into Eqs. (3). No temperature evolution was
assumed in the charge-ordered state below TV , and the set was solved
for the temperature 20 K where precise crystal-structure data exist
[11]. Accordingly, a small temperature dependence for eQVzz of Fe2+ in
Fig. 13 was not considered because it is likely to be due to anisotropic
thermal expansion of the structural coordination polyhedra made
conspicuous by the high TV of YBaFe2O5.
When the ambiguity between the direction and sign of Vzz was
encountered, all combinations were tested to achieve self-consistency.
Since Vzz of charge-ordered Fe2+ is along b and the magnetic moments too
[13,24–26], their angle β = 0°, and η (Eq. (1)) is needed to evaluate eQVyy
so that Eqs. (3) remain linearly independent. Usually η aﬀects the
Mössbauer spectrum very weakly, but for charge-ordered Fe2+ , the
dependence is stronger as the electric and magnetic hyperﬁne interactions
are of similar large magnitude. In the charge-ordered state, there are no
free parameters, since BL is zero for both Fe species. Fitting the spectrum
with two DW/APB components yields η ≈ 0.50 in better agreement with η
estimated via Eq. (1) from values in Table 2 for the Fe2+ population
nxz = 1: η = [(1.02 − 2.4) − (−0.15 − 2.4)]/(4.8 − 0.87) = 0.297. In contrast, a single paramagnetic component yields η ≈ 0.7.
The set of Eqs. (3) was solved iteratively for a seeded BL and a ﬁxed
BFC = 51.93 T . After each iteration step, BL was recalculated with Eq.
(6) for both Fe components, and the smaller BL of the two was chosen.
The parameter BL0 was ﬁxed at 10.0 T because there is an interval about
it that is not causing population violations. When BL0 = 10.0 T , the
largest possible value for the orbital ﬁeld BL is 20 T for a single electron
of pc = 1 in Eq. (6) and occupancies n(x 2 − y2)c = 1/8, n(z2)c = 3/8,

4.6.2. Implications for orbital ﬁeld BL
Thermal evolution of BL obtained through the iterative process is
shown in Fig. 15. In the charge-ordered phase, the AFM coupling
between the charge-ordered Fe pair prevents minority-spin electron

BL (T)
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Fig. 15. Estimated orbital ﬁeld BL for the minority-spin electron total (black) and its
break up into the two iron-site valences of the intermediate state (cyan Fe<2.5+ and
magenta Fe>2.5+ ) and valence-mixed state (blue color added). (For interpretation of the
references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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Fig. 17. Temperature evolution of the direct Fe–Fe distances (red dots) [11] follows the
valence mixing manifested by the entropy supplied as DSC heat (gray line). The shortest
Fe–Fe distance in Fe metal is 2.48 Å.

Fig. 16. Temperature evolution (towards the plot center) of calculated (Eqs. (3)) nonzero minority-spin populations in d x 2 − y2 , d z2 and dxz orbitals of the components of
divalent (left) and trivalent (right) parentage, as they occur in the charge-ordered,
intermediate and valence-mixed regions of the YBaFe2O5 sample, upon thermally
induced mixing towards the paramagnetic fully valence-mixed state. The additional dyz
population concerns the valence-mixed components only. The tiny minority-spin
electron presence at the charge-ordered trivalent Fe around TV is neglected as discussed

6. Conclusions

in Section 4.6.

1. The lower homogeneity limit of YBaFe 2O5+ w at 1000 °C is
w = 0.015(3) in equilibrium with O2 of partial pressure 4.6·10−16 bar
that still maintains the phase while a lower value of 2.5·10−16 bar
causes reduction to metallic Fe. Equilibrium annealing of YBaFe 2O5+ w
with Fe at 450 °C yields w = 0.012 .
2. The total entropy of the valence-mixing transitions is 8.9 ± 0.4
Jmol−1K−1 for twelve measurements of six YBaFe 2O5+ w compositions
within the w = 0.015(3) limit. Of that entropy, 93% is achieved upon
heating through the main Verwey transition of hysteresis ∼4 K due to
the long-range cooperative order of doubly-occupied dxz orbitals. The
remaining 7% is obtained at Tp of no hysteresis.
3. Calculation of orbital occupancies from experimental hyperﬁne
parameters for RBaFe2O5 perovskites is possible because all Mössbauer
components occur in pairs of various valence-mixing/charge-ordering
degree, and this couples their concentrations. The method may be
applicable to similar mixed-valence phases or cases where good
estimates can be made for the orbital ﬁeld, which, besides electron
densities, requires information on the phase of the wave function.
4. The favored minority-spin electron occupancies sort out the
Mössbauer-component pairs across the valence-mixing process: In
charge ordered Fe2+ the electron occupies dxz orbitals, in the intermediate component d x 2 − y2 dominates (alternatively dxy , see Supporting
Material), in the valence-mixed component d z2 dominates. The component pairs coexist at both TV and Tp .
5. The minority-spin electron occupancies in d x 2 − y2 , d z2, dxz extracted from Mössbauer spectra of YBaFe2O5 are of similar magnitude
as those obtained by DFT calculations in Ref. [16].
6. As illustrated in the Supporting Material, replacing d x 2 − y2 with dxy
yields qualitatively the same results, as only three of ﬁve d-orbital
occupancies are generally independent upon least-squares ﬁt of the
YBaFe2O5 spectra.
7. Valence mixing in YBaFe2O5 achieves occupancies of d z2 that
would not be stabilized by the (square-pyramidal) ligand ﬁeld. This
illustrates that the valence mixing occurs between Fe atoms of the
square bases that face directly each other and experience a weak Fe–Fe
attractive interaction proportional to the degree of this valence mixing.
8. In the intermediate state between TV and Tp , the occupancy of
d x 2 − y2 orbitals (alternatively dxy ; Supporting Material) complies with a
weak checkerboard charge order indicated in Ref. [29].
9. In the charge ordered state below TV , hyperﬁne parameters
conﬁrm ordering of the doubly occupied dxz orbitals at Fe2+ .
10. Sharing the minority-spin electron implies degeneracy of the
orbitals able to produce angular momentum along the spin moment.
Neglecting this contribution to the internal ﬁeld yields negative orbital

transfers below TV . The BL is zero because the doubly occupied dxz
orbital of Fe2+ has no degenerate partner for the minority-spin electron
to produce angular momentum along the spin direction. Above TV , both
Fe species begin to distribute the minority-spin electron over dxz, d z2
and d x 2 − y2 , and a non-zero BL arises in accord with Eq. (6). Upon their
thermally induced electron sharing, the two iron components approach
each other to merge their nearly constant BL at full mixing.
5. Discussion
The calculated d x 2 − y2 , d z2 , dxz , and d yz populations are shown in
Fig. 16. As inferred in Ref. [11] from the crystal structure of chargeordered YBaFe2O5, the minority-spin electron at low temperatures
occupies the dxz orbitals which then stack along the strings of Fe2+ that
form a checkerboard with strings of Fe3+ (Fig. 4) in a lattice contracted
along the string direction.
Upon heating through the Verwey transition, 93% of mixing
entropy is supplied to these two ions, and the minority-spin electron
relocates mainly into d x 2 − y2 (besides dxz and d z2 ). Note that replacing
d x 2 − y2 with dxy in an alternative set of orbitals yields qualitatively the
same result (Supplementary Material). The orbital symmetry thus
justiﬁes the intermittent checkerboard order of charges indicated by
modulation of the magnetic moment in a combined X-ray and neutrondiﬀraction study of a TbBaFe2O5 single crystal [29]. This coulombic
order is very weak since it prevails when mere 7% of entropy is missing
to fully mix the charges.
At Tp , the remaining entropy is supplied, the charge order disappears, and d z2 orbitals dominate. As neither these d z2 nor the d x 2 − y2 of
the intermediate state are favored in a square-pyramidal ligand ﬁeld,
their occupancy above TV suggests a weak direct Fe–Fe interaction that
lowers their energies. Fig. 17 shows that the entropy gain upon heating
through TV and Tp (a measure of valence mixing) is proportional to
shortening of the Fe–Fe basal-plane distance [11], which occurs
despite a minor expansion along c [18]. The donation of the minority-spin electron from Fe2+ leads to an interaction that is weaker than,
but not entirely unlike, the weak bonding of a transition-metal centralatom donor to a ligand acceptor where the donor orbital removes much
of the ligand-ﬁeld repulsion upon morphing into a weak bond. As
observed in Ref. [30] on such an Au donor, 197Au Mössbauer spectra
also here still reﬂect the weakly-bonding donated pair, even though
that particular Au orbital no longer aﬀects the coordination geometry.
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populations when ﬁtting the spectra in the valence-mixed or intermediate state.
11. Mössbauer spectra detect all Fe participating in the overall AFM
order below TN as charge separated or valence mixed to a various
degree. Non-AFM iron is due to domain walls and antiphase boundaries.
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